Section of the Philippines
Professional Regulation Commission
Manila

PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY

Resolution No. 34
Series of 2013

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOMETRICIANS pursuant to Sec. 17, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the “Philippine Psychology Act of 2009”, and Sec. 17, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the “Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029”:

1. ABIBUAG, MYLENE BARNACHEA
2. AGTARAP, ROSANNA REYES
3. AQUINO, MARIA PERPETUA ESPINOSA
4. ARCIETE, DIANE CORTES
5. ASIGURADO, CATHY SAN ESTEBAN
6. AUREADA, CLAVEL EENDOZO
7. BALLESTER, HAROLD JONATHAN DOMINGUEZ
8. BENITEZ, KHATERYN MANGALINDAN
9. BISON, ROMELI ARIAS
10. CABALZA, MARIBEL MALENAB
11. CALAGUI, MARIA EMELIE CALLUENG
12. CUEVAS, BELINA TORRECHIVA
13. DE LA ROSA, JHULMA MEJIA
14. DOMENDEN, NHORLY URBIZTONGO
15. ESTRABO, MARIAM MATIGNAS
16. FERRER, BELINDA DE LOS REYES
17. GANCINO, EDDIE JR. VENTURES
18. GIMENO, IRIS YU
19. GOMEZ, JOLLIBEE ATIENZA
20. GUEVARRA, MARIA LOURDES LAID
21. LANIA, TOMASA TANGONAN
22. LLUSALDA, DONNA ALTHEA GARCILA
23. MACALINAO, ELIZA GEMZON
24. MARANDA, ALMA GUJILDE
25. MONTECILLO, LEAH CELESTE UY
26. NAVARRO, TARAH AMBASA
27. PANLAQUI, GERTRUDE PAREDES
28. PARAGAS, ELENA TULOD
29. PAYOT, ROSEMARIE HUSAIN
30. PEREZ, MAIREEN JOY NUÑEZ
31. PIDLAQOAN, ROSEMARIE GONZALEZ
32. PLANTINOS, MARISSA CELIS
33. PRESTOUSA, TRICAYN MARIE DE GUZMAN
34. RAMOS, BERNEL BONGCAIS
35. RIVERA, ANA LEAH MEJIA
36. SAMSON, VERGIE JOTOJOT
37. TAN, MA. TERESA DHYAN
38. TOCUS, ROMELISA SAÑEZ
39. VENERAYAN, RONELIE MENDOZA
40. VICENTE, RATCHELE DEL ROSARIO
41. ZULUETA, ABIGAIL MENESES

XXXNOTHING FOLLOWSXXX
Upon evaluation of the documents submitted in support of their respective application, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychometricians. Upon approval hereof by the Commission, let their respective Certificate of Registration and Professional Identification Card be issued after they shall have taken their respective oaths of professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 27th day of December 2013.
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